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Necessity Is the Mother of
Invention
Like most California businesses, Moita
was having trouble in 2001 surviving the
energy crunch. His lone storage facility at
the time was located in Pittsburg, which
is roughly 40 miles east of San Francisco.
At the time, the unstable energy market
and subsequent brownouts forced him to
purchase a generator simply so customers could get to their belongings.
“When you have no power, you need to
purchase a generator to open and close
your gate so customers can access their
units,” he said. “It seemed like a good idea
to start looking at alternatives.”

Here Comes the Sun…
California self storage operator uses solar energy
to benefit his business, customers and environment
By Tom Comi
While many people are adept at turning
lemons into lemonade, California self
storage operator Jim Moita is putting
himself into position to open the state’s
largest lemonade stand.
When most Californians were complaining about and struggling with the
much-publicized energy crisis out west
a couple of years ago, Moita decided to
turn a very bad situation into an opportunity that would not only help the
environment and consumers but would
eventually turn him a profit.
He will do so by bypassing the middle
man (the state energy providers) and
going directly to the sun as his source. By
placing 204 solar panels on the roof of
his new facility in Brentwood (about 50

miles east of San Francisco), Moita says
he will save himself and his Acorn Self
Storage customers money. Over time, he
plans to turn a profit by having Pacific
Gas & Electric (PG&E) write him checks
for the excess power he is not using.
“It cost us about $251,000 to build the
facility with solar panels, but we are getting back $87,000 from the California
Energy Commission later this year,” he
said. “That will lower our out-of-pocket
cost to about $164,000. Also, President
Bush signed into law the new energy
tax bill on August 8, 2005. We will get
an additional 30 percent of the cost of
the system in the form of a federal tax
credit. This will work out to an additional $80,000.”

That’s when the proverbial light bulb
went off in his head. Although the facility in Pittsburg wasn’t built to withstand
the weight of adding solar panels, it did
inspire Moita to build another state-ofthe-art facility a few miles away.
“The structural strength to support the
additional weight of panels on top of the
roofs in Pittsburg was questionable, so I
decided to design the structure stronger
on our next facility,” he explained. “When
we purchased some land in Brentwood
for our second facility, we planned it to
handle a roof-load of an extra 10 pounds
per square foot.”
The one-story, 153,000 square foot facility opened last August, featuring more
than 670 drive-up units. The solar system
is designed to produce enough clean
energy to supply the electrical needs of
the entire storage facility. Although there
are other storage companies that also
produce their own energy, Acorn is the
only facility in Contra Costa County to
utilize clean solar energy for its power.
With enough energy generated to cover
his own costs, Moita says that he has an
additional 145,000 square feet of roof-

top space that he can essentially sublease to PG&E or another green
power producer. If everything goes as anticipated, he says that as
much as a megawatt of energy could be produced from the rooftops
of his property. That would be enough to power approximately 300
homes.
“It is important to do what we can today to reduce our national dependency on fossil fuels,” he said.

A Friend of the Earth
Although it might seem on the surface like Jim Moita is jumping on
the conservation bandwagon, this has actually been something he has
followed and adhered to for a couple of decades. In fact, he earned a
political economy of natural resources degree from UC Berkeley in
1980. He has since sought ways to implement his passion and education in the self storage industry.

Acorn Self Storage owner Jim Moita stands on the solar panels
on top of his Brentwood facility.

“I have always wanted to use more environmentally sensitive systems,”
he said, “and this is hopefully only the start.”
So exactly how do the solar panels work? Moita said the panels
absorb/convert energy from the sun, thereby creating electron movement. This in turn becomes direct current (DC), much like a battery.
The power then flows to an inverter that converts it to alternating
current (AC). This alternating current then flows through Acorn Self
Storage’s meter back into the local power utility grid (Pacific Gas &
Electric in this case).
“In essence, our meter runs backwards when it is sunny, and at night
the meter turns the normal direction so that PG&E can charge us,”
Moita said. “The net effect is that we should have little or no monthly
electric energy bill. We hope to get a check back. We will know later
this year once we are hooked up.”
That expected surplus will essentially allow Moita to charge his customers less than that of his competitors. In fact, Acorn Self Storage is
offering a “$1 for the first month’s rent” move-in special for all interior units beginning within 100 days after the final inspection. (The
Brentwood location is open, but Moita is awaiting the inspection and
finalization of the contract with PG&E before everything is a go in
terms of the solar energy aspect of the business.)

Pictured here are the 17 electrical conduits that were installed
under the cement drive isles during construction. The conduits
go to an electrical room in each building. Each electrical room
has a sub-panel and three extra separate 3" conduits waiting for
solar panels to be attached to the roof and clean power to run
through them.

He believes the reduced rates will be enticing to consumers, but he
also says that his facility will appeal to those who are energy conscious.
“Most people want to feel that they are doing something for the environment,” he said. “Acorn Self Storage has planted the seed of environmental self storage. Our customers will know that we are the most
environmentally sensitive green business, and that should help us in
the long run. We just try to go the extra mile for the environment and
our customers.”
To learn more about the solar initiatives of Acorn Self Storage,
visit www.acornselfstorage.biz, or call their Brentwood location at
925-240-5000.

This is a photo of the Xantrex inverter. As owner Jim Moita said,
“It takes a beating converting DC to AC. An analogy would probably be like sitting on the front row of the old band AC/DC for
a full season of concerts without any ear plugs. You might look
okay. But, you no longer have functional eardrums.”
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